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Smart Appliances Are on
the Rise
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Smart Appliances Are on the Rise

BLOG POST Washers of the
world, unite! While that’s taking a
bit of poetic license from the
famous rallying cry in the 1848
Communist Manifesto by Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels,
advances in smart appliances may
someday have washers from
Halifax to Harare talking to each
other.

Washers of the world, unite! While that’s taking a bit of poetic license from the famous rallying cry in the 1848
Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, advances in smart appliances may someday have
washers from Halifax to Harare talking to each other.

Driverless Cars Are
Coming – a Paradigm
Shift

Smart appliances (these rely on various communications technologies such as Bluetooth, NFC, Wi-Fi, ZigBee and
Z-Wave) are starting to catch on in U.S. broadband households. Market research firm Parks Associates says about
17% of these households will purchase a smart kitchen appliance by year’s end. In fact, tech advances in smart
appliances (encompassing washers, dryers, microwaves, hot water heaters, refrigerators and thermostats) in just
the past year or so are pretty amazing – and what’s on the drawing board even more so.
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Whirlpool, for instance, has rolled out what they call a Connect to care™ program. Clean your clothes and every
time you do so, your washer makes a small donation to Habitat for Humanity. As more and more appliances start to
become ‘philanthropic,’ reckon the IRS might take notice and make some line item adjustments on their Publication
526 form, ‘Charitable Contributions.’
A few other examples of some innovative smart appliances:
LG has a product called Hom-Bot Turbo+ that claims to utilize augmented-reality technology. The app-enabled robot
vacuum cleaner has multiple cameras and processors that recognize the area to be cleaned. You simply whip out
your smartphone, take a picture of the dirty area in the room and the vacuum will immediately rush over to the
affected area and get to work.
The Pantelligent smart frying pan uses Bluetooth and a special heat sensor that provide real-time instructions on
your smartphone so you can do everything from frying an egg to knowing exactly when to turn your steak over. The
company succinctly sums up how it works:
“The electronics talk to our app. The app monitors the temperature. So you know when to flip. When to stir or add
ingredients. When to adjust the heat on your stove. And when you’re done. Works on any gas or electric. You adjust
the heat. Or, connect optional accessories to let Pantelligent’s Autopilot control the heat. Either way, dinner is a snap
because you cook better when you control the temperature.”
Lastly, the 10-inch Wi-Fi and Bluetooth-enabled SmartPlate™ has three mini-cameras and weight sensors. The
company says the plate “automatically identifies, weighs and analyzes your food intake while capturing a complete
picture of all your eating habits.” You can also connect SmartPlate to a wireless device and track meals with no
manual data entry.
Looking into the future, Appliance Design identified four areas that while they won’t be in your kitchen anytime soon,
will someday be reality:
Food printers – NASA has already started studying how to build and utilize food printers for its astronauts;
Water recycling – Kitchen sink water will be saved and used for your washing machine; dishwasher water will also
be fed into an urban cultivator;
Urban cultivator – We’ll eventually see automated hydroponic systems enabling us to grow vegetables in our
kitchen;
Dry washing – To help reduce water usage, research is underway that would replace water with dry ice and make
dry washing commonplace.
Homeowners haven’t yet readily embraced smart appliances but that will change quickly.

BLOG POST An MIT study
predicted last year that shared,
self-driving cars may take so
many vehicles off the road –
perhaps 80% of them – that a new
class of ‘exurbs’ in the U.S. may
spring up within a decade. “With
fewer cars, much of this space
could be freed for other uses.
Such reduction in car numbers
would also dramatically lower the
cost (and related energy
consumption) of building and
maintaining roads,” said MIT’s
Matthew Claudel and Carlo Ratti.
One engineering study, they
noted, found that automation
could quadruple capacity on any
given highway – and fewer cars
translate to less noise and a small
environmental impact. These selfdriving vehicles will eventually blur
the lines between public/private
transportation modes.
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Big Data Trends: by David Feinleib
Enterprise Thinking: by Josh Greenbaum
Excelsior College
A Cloud Blog: by Irena Bojanova
Mind the Cloud: by Thoran Rodrigues
Musings from the Ivory Tower by Sorel Reisman

Meanwhile, my fridge is texting me – we’re getting low on rutabagas and kale, so time to end this post and visit the
supermarket.
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